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Introduction:
Using the Hiseq data of the outbreak isolate TY2482, preliminary prophage analyses have 
been performed previously by Kat Holt (08-06-2011, 
http://bacpathgenomics.wordpress.com/2011/06/08/phage-analysis-of-german-e-coli-
outbreak-genome/) and Nico Petty (09-06-2011, 
http://bacpathgenomics.wordpress.com/2011/06/09/german-e-coli-phage-analysis-by-nico-
petty/). With the closed assembly of the same isolate being available, another round of 
analysis might help resolving questions that remain unclear due to the incompleteness of the 
dataset. 
Method:
1. Potential prophage regions of close-assembled TY2482 from BGI (16-06-2011, 
ftp://ftp.genomics.org.cn/pub/Ecoli_TY-2482/Escherichia_coli_TY-
2482.chromosome.20110616.fa.gz) were identified using PHAST (Zhou et al. 2011) and the 
results compared with those of the most closely related strain 55989 (NC_011748).
2. Sequences of identified prophage regions of TY2482 were compared to those in Genbank 
using blastn.
Results:
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of prophage regions of TY2482 identified by PHAST. Red 
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blocks represent intact phages and green block represents questionable phage.
Table 1. Detailed information of prophage regions of TY2482 identified by PHAST.
Detailed list of prophage-related genes available in http://phast.wishartlab.com/cgi-
bin/change_detail_html.cgi?num=1309932534.
Figure 2. Schematic diagram of prophage regions of 55989 identified by PHAST. Red blocks 
represent intact phages.
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Table 2. Detailed information of prophage regions of 55989 identified by PHAST.
Detailed list of prophage-related genes available in http://phast.wishartlab.com/cgi-
bin/change_detail_html.cgi?num=NC_011748.
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Table 3. BLAST results of TY2482 prophage regions identified by PHAST.
Early prophage analyses by Kat Holt and Nico Petty identified potential prophages from the 
HiSeq data of TY2482 using Prophage Finder. In our present analysis, potential prophage 
regions were identified by PHAST, which is reported to have a much higher positive 
predictive value than Prophage Finder (Zhou et al. 2011). Seven prophage regions, of which 
1 is questionable, were found here (Table 1).
In Kat's analysis, 2 additional prophages that don't seem to present in 55989 were found, of 
which 1 is the well-known Shiga toxin secreting one. Our BLAST results suggested that 
there are also 2 new / distantly-related prophages present in TY2482 when compared to 
55989 (Table 3). However, while one of them is the Stx gene carrying Stx2 converting phage 
(region 7) as reported by Kat, our "2nd phage" differs from that discovered by Kat. 
Indeed, the one Kat discovered was part of the 4th prophage identified here, and ours (region 
2) seems to originate from another Stx2 converting phage. It is interesting to note that, unlike 
the 1st Stx2 converting phage, no Stx genes were found in this prophage region.
Concluding remarks:
Using PHAST, 7 potential prophages have been identified in the close-assembled outbreak 
isolate TY2482, of which 2 seem to be missing / distantly-related to those in the most closely 
related strain 55989. The 2 additional phages were found to be of Stx2 converting phage 
origin but only one of them carries the Stx genes.
Reference:
Zhou Y, Liang Y, Lynch KH, Dennis JJ, Wishart DS (2011) PHAST: A fast phage search 
tool. Nucl Acids Res 39 (Suppl 2): W347-352. 
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